New podcast focuses on COVID immunity
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The “On Good Authority” podcast presents Tulane experts discussing leading issues in the news. The first episode of the podcast features two of Tulane’s most renowned researchers, virologist Robert F. Garry Jr. and immunologist James McLachlan from the School of Medicine, discussing “Is COVID-19 Immunity Possible?”

Be sure to subscribe to On Good Authority, a new Tulane podcast featuring cutting-edge insights from leading experts on global topics. The inaugural episode, “Is COVID-19 Immunity Possible?,” features two of Tulane’s most renowned researchers, virologist Robert F. Garry Jr., PhD, and immunologist James McLachlan, PhD, from the School of Medicine. They will discuss what has been learned about COVID-19 antibodies and why the innate immune system may be more important in fighting off the novel coronavirus than first realized.

Produced by the Office of University Communications & Marketing, On Good Authority will host conversations with Tulane authorities on some of the most pressing issues we face as a society today. The podcast will showcase these experts’ research and how their work is having real-life impacts on topics in the national and global conversation.

Future episodes include a discussion on the prevalence of conspiracy theories with Geoff Dancy, associate professor of political science at Tulane, as well as a conversation about adapting to a
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changed economy with Julia Lang, assistant director of career education and life design at the Phyllis M. Taylor Center for Social Innovation and Design Thinking at Tulane.

Start your new podcast journey today with *On Good Authority* by clicking [here](#).